Every day the cybersecurity landscape is changing

Today cyberthreats are growing and evolving so quickly that many organizations cannot effectively and efficiently manage their security on their own. How do you protect your entire enterprise?

AT&T managed security solutions are powered by AT&T Threat Intellect – a proprietary combination of cutting-edge technology, experienced staff, and proven processes – providing a revolutionary security experience, so you can focus on what you do best.

AT&T secures more connections than any other communications company in North America. Our virtual security services, advanced analytics and multi-layered approach allow us to be your single trusted security advisor.

The scope and scale to prevent, detect and respond at every layer to help protect your enterprise.
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End to end, fully managed solutions for your enterprise

Take advantage of our economies of scale and visibility into billions of attacks to help protect your organization from cyberthreats. Utilize the intelligence of our Big Data Analytics Platform, Data Scientists, and our 24x7 Security Operations Center Analysts to implement a security strategy that fits your enterprise.

A comprehensive and resilient security model to help protect your enterprise:

- **Are you prepared to prevent a cyberspy who tries to hack your executive’s phone and steal a global pricing strategy?**
  - **Endpoint Security Solutions:** Integrate device-level protection for a comprehensive approach to mobile and IoT security.
  - Enterprise Mobility Management, Mobile Threat Defense, Endpoint Security, IoT Security

- **Could a hacker find one of your executive’s passwords and disrupt your distribution capabilities and customer service?**
  - **Network Security Solutions:** Route traffic through a proxy server to help prevent malicious threats from entering your network and accessing critical data.
  - Network Based Firewall, Premises Based Firewall, Proxy Services

- **Is your proprietary productivity data at risk because an employee’s access card has been stolen? How do you protect your assets?**
  - **Data and Applications Security Solutions:** Help protect your data and applications from threats that can cost you with security policies and controls.
  - Secure Email Gateway, Encryption Services, Cloud Web Security Services, Cloud Security, FlexWare Virtual Firewall, Intrusion Detection

- **Can an evolving malware compromise your servers and send unwanted email to all of your contacts?**
  - **Threat Management:** Help to detect and respond to threats with 24x7 data monitoring and threat analysis conducted by a team of experts.
  - Threat Manager, Log Analysis, DDoS Defense and Threat Manager Enterprise Forensics

- **How do you protect your enterprise and see to it that you are in compliance with new security regulations for your industry?**
  - **Security Consulting Solutions:** Customize your approach to security with a team of certified security consultants.
  - Vulnerability Scanning, Security and Information Risk Management, Security Operations and Incident Response

Powered by AT&T Threat Intellect, our machine learning, data scientists and robust analytics provide unparalleled visibility to help protect businesses from security threats, faster and more efficiently than ever before.

To learn more about AT&T Security solutions, visit www.att.com/security or have us contact you.